CROSIS

Critical Response Of Some Interested Students

I requested the opportunity to be placed on the agenda of this student council meeting not only to represent myself but also a definite response on the part of some interested students, that is, students interested in the welfare and betterment of Ottawa University, the ultimate goals and purposes of a student council. So you see, I am here to serve as a medium for a Creative Response Of Some Interested Students.

Your objectives are obvious evidence of the facts that you are making your attempt to be significant in the striving for progress and betterment. In light of a need for some immediate action concerning several areas of our campus, we feel the following are immediate possibilities directly inline with the above goals and not too far removed from praticality.

1. A change in Campus Store policy pertaining to music
2. For purpose of clarification, a published statement on major campus problems
3. Definite action to make international students feel a part of our community
4. A change in the commons in/ bulletin board policy
5. A comprehensive review of campus traditions
6. Student center
   a. Activities controlled by social board
   b. Establish a large bulletin board
7. A regular method of obtaining student opinion
8. A study to clarify the racial situation on campus and in community
9. Along with the gift of the senior class, a language lab of sorts should be promoted
10. The establishment of a vacation transportation board system. (Possibly on a tri-college basis)

Gerald McWorter